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요 약. 고체 의 소성변형 을 설명 하기 위 하여 다음과 같은 가정 을 하였다.

(1) 고체의 소성변형은 크게 두 가지 기구 즉 dislocation운동과 grain boundary 운동에 의하여 일 

어 난다. (2) Dislocation 운동에 있어서 유동 단위들은 역 학적 모형 으로 나타내면 다종의 Maxwell 단 

위들의 평행연결형으로 되고 grain boundary 유동단위들도 다종의 Maxwell 단위들의 평행연결로 표 

현된다. 이를 물리적으로 설명하면 같은 부류의 유동단위들은 모두 같은 shear plane 에서 같은 shear 
rate 로 흐름을 의미한다. (3) Grain boundary 유동단위들과 dislocation 유동단위들 같은 서로 직렬 

연결되 어 있다. 이는 물리적으로 고체내에서 stress 는 균일하게 작용하나 shear rate 는 shear plane 
의 종류 (dislocation 운동면 과 grain boundary 운동면) 에 따라 달리 나타남을 의미한다. (4) Dislo
cation 유동단위 들과 grain boundary 운동단위 들의 운동은 그들의 흐름을 방해 하는 장애 물 근방의 원 

자 또는 분자들이 확산해 나가므로쩌 가능하게 된다.

이러한 가정하에 반응속도론을 적용하여 shear rate와 shear stress를 구하는 일반식을 도출하였다. 

본 연구에서는 실제로 중요한 네가지 경우에 대하여 상기 도출한 일반식을 고찰하였다.

ABSTRACT. In order to elucidate the plastic deformation of solids, the following assumptions 
were made: (1) the plastic deformation of solids is classified into two main types, the one which 
is caused by dislocation movement and the other caused by grain boundary movement, each move
ment being restricted on a different shear surface, (2) the dislocation movement is expressed by a 
mechanical model of a parallel connection of various kinds of Maxwell dislocation flow units 
whereas the grain boundary movement is also expressed by a parallel connection of various kinds of 
Maxwell grain boundary flow units； the parallel connection in each type of movements indicates 
that all the flow units on each shear surface flow with the same shear rate, (3) the latter model 
for grain boundary movement is connected in series to the former for dislocation movement, this 
means physically that the applied stress distributes homogeneously in the flow system while the 
total strain rate distributes heterogeneously on the two types of shear planes (di사ocation or grain 
boundary shear plane), (4) the movement of dislocation flow units and grain boundary units be
comes possible when the atoms or molecules near the obsta시es, which hinder the movement of flow 
units, diffuse away from the obstacles.
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Usin용 the above assumptions in conjunction with the theory of rate processes, generalized 
equations of shear stress and shear rate for plastic deformation were derived. In this paper, four 
cases important in practice were considered.

INTRODUCTION

Many theories of plastic deformation of solids 
have been proposed. The Nabarro-Herring theo
ry1 of lattice diffusion and Coble's grain bound
ary diffusion theory2 are the representatives. The 
above-mentioned theories were intensively stud
ied by Folweiler,3 Warshaw and Norton,4 King- 
ery and Montrone,5 and compared with ex
periment, but the results were not so successful.

On the other hand the Ree-Eyring theory, 
based on the theory of rate processes, was 
successful in a wide range of applications in 
elucidating the plastic deformations of polymeric 
solutions6 and melts,7 alloys,8 and Yule marble. 9 
The results are presented in Ree and Eyring's 
review articles10,11 and in Krausz and Eyring's 
recent book12 in detail.

Of the articles mentioned above, reference 9 
is concerned with the deformation of Yule 
marble. Here, Hahn, Ree and Eyring proposed 
the theory that the deformation is explained 
by a model of series connection of a single kind 
of dislocation Maxwell units and another single 
kind of grain boundary Maxwell units. The 
Hahn-Ree-Eyring (HRE) theory was very suc
cessfully applied to the Yule marble deformation. 
In this paper the HRE thory is more refined 
and extended to make it applicable for various 
experimental cases.

THEORY

According to Ree-Ree-Eyring theory,6"8 plas
tic deformation of metals and alloys occurs by 
dislocation movement, and the relationships 
between stress and strain rate are expressed as 
follows:
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-也WmhT (际易).
OCdi

Srf = &打=为 2 =淑= 
喝= (숫以力 sinh[(裁#)“ •시 

三(陽：)t sinh (旳,•/；,•)

如'=(2k T J di

(la)

(lb)

(lc)

(ld)

(le)

Here the subscript d represents dislocation, fd 
the total stress applied on a dislocation slip 
plane, sj the total strain rate of the dislocation 
movement, and 1/爵 are8 the intrinsic 
shear stress and intrinsic shear rate of the /th 
kind of dislocation flow units, respectively, 
the fraction of the area occupied by the zth 
kind of dislocation flow units on the dislocation 
slip plane, E is the jump frequency of the flow 
unit from an equilibrium position to the next 
equilibrium position when stress is zero, 人 is 
the distance between two successive equilibrium 
positions, and 人為 人3 are the molecular 
parameters of Eyring5 s flow theory.13 In the 
above equations, the subscript di outside the 
parentheses indicates 바lat the inside quantities 
of the parentheses belong to the ith dislocation 
flow unit.

Physically Eq. (lb) signifies that all the 
dislocation flow units on a slip plane flow with 
the same shear rate. The mechanical model 
corresponding to Eq. (lb) is shown in Fig. la 
where various Maxwell units differing in re
laxation time t (proportional to 3) are connected 
in parallel. The stress fdi on flow unit (di) is 
equal to fdm if Tdi=^dm, otherwise fdi

In the Ree-Ree-Eyring theory흥 the plastic 
deformation was considered to occur only by
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Fig. 1. Mechanical models illustrating the deformation 
mechanisms, (a) Parallel combination of Maxwell 

dislocaton flow units, (b) Series combination of two 

systems, one of which is the parallel combination of 

Maxwell dislocation flow units, and the other is the 

parallel combination of Maxwell grain boundary flow 

units.

the dislocation movement on a dislocation shear 
plane. But in actual p시ycrystalline solids, there 
are many grain boundaries, and plastic defor
mation caused by the grain boundary movement 
has been experimentally proved.14 By a similar 
reasoning as in the case for the dislocation 
movement, the grain boundary movement is 
also represented by a similar model as shown 
in Fig. la where all the subscript d is replaced 
by the subscript g representing the grain bound
ary. Thus, the following equations corre
sponding to Eqs. (la), (lb) and (1c) hold for 
the grain boundary movement:

Z：-#也sinh~i(g • § ) (2a)
J agj

sg^sgl=Sg2=...... = 흥日二…… (2b)

and

如= (숫以九 sinh〔(一쓰쒸好시

三(扁)t sinh (agJ fgj) (2c)

Now, it is appropriate to consider the contri
butions of stresses and fg to total stress f, 

£' and the contributions of strain rates % and sg 
to total strain rate s. When stress is applied to 
a s시id, the stress is homogeneously distributed 

2" throughout the flow system. Thus it is consider
ed that the applied shear stresses on the dislo
cation and grain boundary slip planes are the 
same. And from the structural point of view, 
it is clear that dislocation slip planes are located 
within the grain, and that grain boundaries are 
the regions where the concentration of vacancies 
is high and atoms are fairly randomly distri
buted. Thus it is assumed that there are two 
types of independent slip planes in the poly
crystals, i. e., the dislocation slip planes within 
the grain and the slip plane on the grain bound
ary. When stress is applied to a flow system, 
the magnitudes of shear stress on both types of 
shear planes are the same, whereas the shear 
rates on each shear plane are different, the total 
shear rate being expressed as the sum of shear 
rates on the di任erent types of shear planes. 
This concept corresponds to a mechanical model 
shown in Fig. lb. One notes from Fig. lb that 
this model is consisted of two parts, one rep
resenting the dislocation movement and the 
other representing the grain boundary movement, 
the two parts being connected in series. One also 
notes that the former part is exactly equal to 
the model represented by Fig. la for dislocation 
movement while the latter part is very similar 
to Fig. la in which all the subscript d were 
replaced by the subscript g representing the 
grain boundary movement. With the above
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mentioned mechanical model, total strain rate 
s can be expressed by the following equation:

§ = &/ +如 (3)

and the total stress f becomes

f~fd~ S fdi—fs— S Xg fgj (4)

Introducing Eqs. (1c) and (2c) into Eq. (3), 
one obtains

二寿竝（器XM,）

+房产h（受一 XM,） (5)

In Eq.(5) X&fdi, X砂｛gj are the quantities that 
can be determined from the observed values of 
s and f after some analysis. Now, Eqs. (4) and 
(5) are considered as the generalized equations 
for plastic deformations of polycry얀alline solids 
since by various combinations of flow units di. 
gj many types of plastic deformation patterns 
would be produced. In the following, four cases 
which are important in practice will be con
sidered.

CALCULATIONS OF FLOW CURVES

Case 1. This is 나辺 case where only one kind 
of flow units are acting. For the deformation 
due to dislocation movement, the following 
equations are immediately derived from Eqs. (4) 
and (5):

f=fd=Xdl fd\=fdi '
=눏严11(瓷-XMi) ; 血)

—-^-sinh /) ,

Similarly, 난le following equations are derived 
for grain boundary movement ：

f=fg=Xglfgl=fgl

그-^sinh (앙；J)
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Here, E다. (6a) applies to 난此 deformation of 
single crystals. One will notice that the grain 
boundary sliding would occur at a lower stress 
level than that of dislocation motion because of 
the presence of many vacancies in the grain 
boundaries which act also sinks of vacancies.

Case 2. Next, we consider the case where all 
the flow units are connected in parallel. For this 
pattern, two cases are possible, in one of which 
all units are dislocation flow units, and in the 
other all are grain boundary flow units. For 
these cases Eqs. (4) and (5) are transformed 
into the following equations:

f=»XM

or

f=斗Xgjfgj

T严비受时) (7b)

The plot of f vs. -Zn s for Eq. (7b) is visualiz
ed schematically in Fig. 2a, where by con
venience a parallel connection of two kinds of 
grain boundary flow units is considered. In 
Fig. 2a, the broken line GB1 indicates the curve 
for grain boundary flow units 1, broken line 
GB2 for flow units 2, and the solid line is the 
curve synthesized from GB1 and GB2. The con
tribution o£ the stress by GB2 to the total stress 
(full curve) is predominant at the low stress 
level where that by GB1 is negligible, i. e., the 
flow behavior of the solid is nearly equal to 
that of GB2. Thus, the flow parameters of GB2 
(<xg2lXg2 and l/^g2)can be easily obtained in 
this region (for the method refer to Case 3). 
When the stress level is high, however, the 
two contributions are comparable, and by 
performing the processes (3), (4) and(5) in 
Appendix 1, 놔le parameters, agl/Xgl and 1/^
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of flow curves of f 
vs. -In s. (a) Case 2： two kinds of grain boundary

flow units are connected in parallel, (b) Case 3： one 

kind of grain boundary flow units is connected in 

series with one kind of dislocation flow units, (c) Case 

4： one kind of dislocation flow units is connected in 

series with a system in which two kinds of grain 

boundary flow units are connected in parallel.

can be obtained. Thus, the curve of f vs. ~ln 
s is calculated by using the following equation:

一义土前사「1 0gi s+ -也쯔-前사리 陽物 (7c) 
agl ag2

which is obtained by introducing the relation 
of f vs. s obtained from the second equation of 
Eq. (7b) to the first equation where m~2.

The above-mentioned analysis can be applied 
to the case of dislocation movement, which is 
similar to the above case, and which occurs in 
single crystal systems.

Case 3. Next, let us consider the case where 
a single kind of dislocation flow units and an

other single kind of grain boundary flow units 
are connected in series. Eqs. (4) and (5) are 
transformed into the following equations:

f=fd=Xd\fd\=fd\=h=Xg3g\=fm (8) 
&=늛「sinh(-舞XMi)

+*湖 侥洛心)

* This fact is not immediately 시ear from Fig. 2bf this 

is due to the fact that 놔le abscissa is -In s. If Fig. 2b 
is represented by the plot of f vs, s, 나le negligible 

contribution of GB1 to s will be clearer.

=项，sinh(a』i T■-豕"~sinh(agi/*)  (9)

The schematic plot f vs. -In s for Eq. (9) is 
아2wn in Fig. 2b. In Fig. 2b 난)e broken line, 
disln. 1, denotes 사le part contributed by the 
flow units of dislocation movement, the broken 
line, GB1, indicates the part contributed by 
those of grain boundary movement, and the 
solid line is the synthesized curve from disln. 1 
and GB1. In the high stress level, 놔le strain 
rate of disln. 1 is approximately equal to the 
total strain rate s, and the contribution of GB1 
to the total s is negligible*.  On the other hand, 
in the low stress level, the contribution of GB1 
to the total strain rate is predominant while 
that of disln. 1 is negligible. Generally, the 
system, for which the above-mentioned approx
imation is applicable, can be treated as a plastic 
deformation system composed of only a single 
type of flow units in the extreme stress ranges. 
That is, in the stress range, where the me산卜 

anism kn{kn — di or gj) contributes predominant
ly, s can be approximated by Eq. (10),

沱눏尸讪(篝 X")

으늛注骚(쓰:子) (10)

Differentiation of Eq. (10) yields
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_ <Xkn
聲l 요 tanh 
czlns -

으쓴- ⑴)

If (々jbJXjs)須스 2, then the second approximate 
equality of Eq. (11) holds. Eq. (11) represents 
a slope in the curve of f vs. In s. Thus the 
parameter a初/X知 can be easily obtained from 
the slope of the curve. Introducing 산le value 
of ak„/Xkn into Eq. (10), and using experi
mental data s. and f, the quantity 1//3丽 can 
be evaluated.

Case 4. Now let us consider the fourth case 
where one kind of dislocation flow units is con
nected in series with a system in which two 
kinds of grain boundary flow units are connect
ed in parallel. In this case, Eqs. (4) and (5) 
can be transformed into：

f=fd = Xdi fji =fg ~ Xgi fgi + Xg2 fg2
(12)

§=-^「sinh Xjifn)

+ 企蛔摯 X砂이

+二如州器一 Xg) (13)

vs. Eqs. (12)The schematic plot f vs. -In s for 
and (13) are shown in Fig. 2c. In Fig. 2c, the 
broken lines GB1 and GB2 indicate the curve 
for 놘grain boundary flow units 1 and 2, re
spectively, the broken line (GB1+GB2) repre
sents the synthesized curve from GB1 and GB2, 
the broken line disln. 1 indicates the contribution 
of the dislocation flow units, and 나此 solid line 
is for the result of synthesis from the curves 
(GB1+GB2) and disln. 1. Now let us examine 
the contributions by each types o£ flow units to 
the total strain rate in the high stress region. 
Here the contribution by disln. 1 is predominant 
while 솨lat by (GB1+GB2) is negligible. How
ever, the reverse is true over the low stress 

region. Furthermore, in this region, one finds 
that the contribution of GB1 to the total stress 
f in a very small s region is ne이igible compared 
to GB2. Accor처II흠ly, over the two extreme 
stress ranges where the above mentioned approx
imations are applicable, the plastic deformation 
in each stress region can be described by a single 
type of flow units. Thus, by using the Eqs. 
(10) and (11), one can calculate the flow 
parameters (eg 1/伽)and (縁/Xg l/fe). 
The contribution by GB1 is considerable in the 
middle range of stress. The determination of 
parameters agi/Xgi and 1/Qgi is carried out by 
a little lengthy manupulation as described in 
Appendix 1.

According to Eq. (13), total strain rate s can 
be calculated at a given stress f with the param
eters adx, 1/foi, ag시Xg and l/jSg2 provided 
that the value Xg2 fg2 be known. The quantity 
Xg2 fg2 can be calculated by the following 
method. Since §时=&么 one obtains the following 
relationship,

-言—sinh
Pgi

= sinh
Pg2

=*sinh 曲:X")]

where the relation f= Xgl fgl+Xg2 fg2〔Eq. (12)〕 

has been applied. Rearranging this equation 
yields Eq. (14),

sinh[으: (/、-XW砂)〕b 

sinh(置心•시 ?2

where constant c can be obtained from the pre
viously determined values of 1/£时 and l/^g2.
From Eq. (14), the quantity, Xg2 fg2t is calcu
lated at a given stress f. Consequently, the 
curve o£ f vs. ~ln s is theoretically calculated 
from Eq. (13).
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CALCULATIONS OF ACTIVATION 
ENTHALPIES

According to Eyring's theory,13 kr in Eq. 
(le) can be rewritten

u kT 舟 / AH녹 \
k =二厂exp一厂.exp(--吏河

Introducing this relation to Eq. (le), one ob
tains the following equation:

1、 /力H盖
液「=（細）。exp - （二商- (15a)

and similarly,

RT丿 (15b)

where

z. x f 2kT ( &S녹 \1
編)。二Lxp(—商儿 

and

(易)。= {숬 쓱끄 exP(■誓儿.

(15c)

(15d)

The quantities (新)o and (易)o can be treated as 
temperature independent quantities. Introducing 
^kn {kn—di or gj) into Eq. (lc) or (2c), one 
obtains

切= (s^)o exp^—食，므jsinh(aQ 如 (16a)

From Eq. (16a), the following equation for 
activation enthalpy AHin is derived:

” RTE 1 必^Hkn— —，了二矿 (16b)

where s(1) and s<2) are, respectively, the strain 
rates at temperatures Tj and T2 at a given 
stress f9 and both are given by Eq. (16a) where 
akn is a temperature independent quantity8.

The substitution of Eq. (15a) and (15b) into 
Eq. (9) for Case 3 yields,

1/)
厶H京
RT

AH 
~RT

(17) 

When 厶HM and 1/6时 are known,(如Do can 
be calculated by the use of Eq. (15b). If one 
assume (&Go=(%Do in Eq. (17), 云 can 
easily be determined by using the experimental 
data s and / at a given temperature in conjunc
tion with adl and as\ which were determined 
previously. This indirect method is employed 
when芸 is not able to calculate from Eq. 
(16) because of the lack of experimental data.

DISCUSSIONS

(1) Molecular View of the Deformation 
Mechanisms. It is well known that the velocity 
of a dislocation line on a slip plane is very fast 
when there are no obstacles during slip.15 But 
actually there are many obstacles (bad sites) 
on the slip plane as well as on the dislocation 
line such as impurities, alloying elements, and 
lattice defects. Whenever the bad site on the 
dislocation line encounters the bad site on the 
slip plane, the movement of the line is held 
up; as a result, the held-up flow unit concen
trates stress on the atoms neighboring the obsta
cles on the slip plane. The stress is relieved 
when the neighboring atoms move away from 
the obstacles on the slip plane by self-diffusion, 
and then the held-up dislocation line can move 
forward. From this point of view, Ree-Ree- 
Eyring theory8 treated the dislocation movement 
by using the theory of rate processes.13 Here 
the dislocation-line bad sites are considered to 
be the flow units.

Next, we consider the grain boundary move
ments. There are also many obstacles (or bad 
sites) on the surface of grain boundaries such 
as ledges,16 bumps,17 precipitates,18a grain 
boundary dislocations,18& and impurities,18a and 
these bad sites are considered to impede the 
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shear of the two grains in contact. When a bad 
site (flow unit) on the boundary surface of grain 
A encounters a bad site on the grain boundary
slip plane of grain B, the former applies a high 
stress on the latter. To relieve this high stress, 
atoms near the latter move away by self-diffusion. 
After enough self-diffusion, the bad sites of 
grain A can pass the bad sites of grain B. So 
the process of self-diffusion is considered to be 
the rate-determining step of the slip rate (or 
shear rate). There are many kinds of flow units 
on a shear surface, but they flow with the same 
shear rate s in the steady-state flow. The rate 
process theory13 is applied to the steady flow
process, and Eq. (2c), which is very similar to 
Eq. (lc), is obtained.

(2) Correlation between Dislocation Move
ment and Grain Boundary Movement. In the 
deformation of polycrystals, total strain rate s 
is expressed as according to Eq,(3).
The reason for this equality is studied in the 
following. Let us consider two crystallites in 
contact in a polycrystal. The distance between 
two planes which pass the center of mass (CM) 
of crystallite A and that of crystallite B is 
When A shears against B by grain boundary 
movement, the shear rate 脆 is expressed by 
Eq. (2c), where the subscript gj indicates that 
the attached quantities are those belonging to 
the 顶th kind of grain boundary flow units of 
grain A. That is, is the shear rate of the CM 
of grain A against the plane passing through 
the CM of grain B.

There are many dislocation slip planes inside 
흥rain A, and 나le shear rate of a dislocation 
line 易 is expressed by Eq. (lc) according to the 
Ree-Ree-Eyring mechanism. 8 But, 져 in this case 
is the distance between a dislocation slip plane in 
grain A and the plane including the CM of grain 
B. That is, sj is the shear rate of the dislocation 
line under consideration against the CM plane 
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of grain B. Let us assume that all the disloca
tion slip planes in grain A are all parallel. 
Then the magnitude of the shear of each shear 
plane increases as increases (grain B is fixed). 
But the shear rates of these slip planes (amount 
of shear per unit time/只i) are all equal (due to 
the principle of similar triangle). Now we 
assume a dislocation slip plane passing through 
the CM of grain A. Then 사ic shear rate of the 
hypothetical slip plane can be expressed as 初. 

That is, can be considered as 놔le 사lear rate 
of the CM of grain A against the plane passing 
through the CM of grain B. So when grain A 
shears against grain B by these two different 
mechanisms (grain boundary movement and 
dislocation movement), the total shear rate s 
can be expressed as s—s^+sgJ Eq. (3).

For the case of single crystals,爲 in Eq. (lc) 
is the perpendicular distance between two suc
cessive dislocation slip planes, and X has the 
same meaning of (威7Z) in Ree-Ree-Eyring 
theory. 8

(3) Molecular Meaning of the Mechanical 
Models. Finally, we consider the correlation 
between the mechanical models in Fig. 1 and 
the molecular views mentioned above. The 
Maxwell model for dislocation movement cor
responds to a bad site of a dislocation line held 
up by a bad site on a slip plane, the release of 
the dislocation line from the bad site on the 
slip plane corresponding to the movement of the 
dashpot of the Maxwell model. A similar state
ment holds for the Maxwell model for grain 
boundary movement, i. e., the encounter of a 
bad site on the surface of grain A with a bad 
site on the slip plane of grain B corresponds 
to the Maxwell model for grain boundary move
ment, and the release of the bad site of grain 
A from that of grain B represents to the dash
pot movement of the Maxwell model. We have 
applied the rate theory to the release process of 
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a bad site on the flow unit from the bad site of 
the counter part on the shear plane for both 
dislocation and grain boundary movements.

APPENDIX 1

In Case 4, the parameters (a^i, 1/仞i) and 
(ag2/Xg2, 1/傷2)were determined in the extreme 
high and low stress ranges, respectively. The 
contribution due to the GB1 flow units appears 
over the middle stress range where the contri
butions due to disln. 1 and GB2 flow units are 
not negligible. Thus the determination of the 
parameters (agl/Xgl and 1/傷i), which should 
be made in the m너키e stre옹s range, is performed 
by 사le following procedure.

(1) 易1 at a given stress f is calculated from
Eq. (lc) by using the parameters 1/仞l)
previously determined.

(2) Next, sg2 can be calculated from the re
lation 瞞=§一淑，and this is, in turn, equal 
to &2 二Wgi according to Eq. (2b).

(3) Xg2 fg2 is calculated from the relation sg2
= (1/傷2)sinh〔(cs/XQ&2 兀2〕，which was 
rewritten from Eq. (2c), by using the known 
parameters and 1/傷2・

(4) Xgifgi is obtained from the relation Xgi 
fgi^f-Xg2fg2〔说fer to Eq. (12)〕.

(5) From the experimental data of〔&⑴，須⑴〕 

and 度⑵, /<2)] at two points, the values,〔&⑴끼, 

Xgnfgi⑴〕and〔泸夙，Xgif砰⑵〕，at these two 
points are calculated by using the above-men
tioned process. By introducing these values to 
the relation sgi— (1/傷1) sinh〔 (앙i/X끼) ・〉危如〕, 

the parameters ((侦/&1, 니陽〕) can be 
calculated.
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